Please remember to call our Behavioral Helpline with any questions or concerns at 808-632-0610 ext. 116
Links:
www.aspcabehavior.org - Get pet-behavior advice from ASPCA experts 24 hours a day. Our nationally
recognized team of animal behaviorists offers possible solutions to a wide range of issues at no charge. Easyto-use database.
www.dogstardaily.com - news, blogs, articles about dog behavior and a comprehensive digital dog training
library. Free downloads of Ian Dunbar’s "Before You Get Your Puppy” & "After You Get Your Puppy".
www.drsophiayin.com - Articles, blogs, videos, posters and DVDs
Books:
Ruff Love, relationship building program for you and your dog
Susan Garrett
The Ruff Love program is designed not only to help people dealing with problem dogs, but to help agility, flyball, obedience, and other dog sport handlers build a better working relationship with their current
competition dog. This book can also help get the next puppy or rescue dog started out on the right paw.
Power of Positive Training
Pat Miller
A renowned dog trainer gives you the positive training tools you need to share a lifetime of fun,
companionship, and respect with your dog. Plus, you'll get: information on the importance of observing,
understanding, and reacting appropriately to your dog's body language; instructions on how to phase out the
use of a clicker and treats to introduce more advanced training concepts; and suggestions for irresistible
training treats your dogs.
Living With Kids and Dogs...Without Losing Your Mind
Colleen Pelar
Living with Kids & Dogs . . . provides busy parents with simple, realistic advice to help ensure that the
relationship between their kids and their dog is safe and enjoyable for all.
How to Behave So That Your Dog Behaves
By Sophia Yin
How to Behave So Your Dog Behaves takes a scientifically sound yet practical approach to explaining dog
behavior and training theory, and then shows you how to apply these concepts so you can train your dog to be
well behaved. The user-friendly, full-color instructional drawings enhance the informative text, while the allpositive training advice helps you change undesirable behaviors without resorting to aversive corrections such
as yelling, hitting, pushing, or other outdated forms of punishment.

